
IT IS TIME TO LEARN TO MANIFEST OUR NEW KINGDOM AND PREPARE TO ORB 

TO NEW REALITIES 

 

 

We are now to become the Galactic Citizens who will co-create the Divine Plan with the 

Divine Mind. Our Divine Mind of our Cosmic Mother has stored all of the Galactic 

Consciousness of all of our Starry Brothers as they have combined their pearls of wisdom to 

be refined into a brand new golden stardust, which becomes our canvas to create a brand new 

Magical Kingdom from. 

 

We will have the assistance of millions of creations to choose from, integrate into, re-create 

from, and co-create with. We will have millions of magical formulas in our memories to 

create new divine structures made of crystals and rainbows and stardust and fabrics that we 

have not known before. We will create magical gardens that grow blue berries that taste like 

your favorite ice cream. We will create trees that grow apple pies. We will create homes that 

become balloons that let us rise into the sky to look down at the magical gardens. We will be 

creating with our magical families of fairies and devas. We will be learning new magic from 

our friends the Unicorn. There will be no limit to the creativity, love, abundance, peace and 

freedom in our new Kingdom on Earth. 

 

We will soon be returning to the place in our consciousness that we knew once before. We 

will remember that Earth had always been the favorite hub of the Solar System, where 

thousands of starships from our galaxies would land and exchange valuable knowledge. We 

will soon remember how to use the advanced technology that allows us to travel from star to 

star. We will soon learn how to become an Orb of Light that can transport itself to and fro, 

inside and outside of Earth's atmosphere. 

 

TO BECOME ORBABLE 

 

To become orbable we need 6D templates pulling our 5D bodies into the sacred geometry that 

aligns our frequency key signature into all galactic frequency signatures, as they weave and 

braid and tie into and through Divine Mind in the Heart of the Milky Way (our Cosmic 

Mother) and the Heart of Sun Alcyon (our Father Sun). These are Guardians who have 

guided, guarded and paved the way for Earth to regain her Galactic Citizenship as a Star. 

 

The frequencies of sound - music that carries the frequencies from the 7th wave band contains 

all of the frequency signatures of all of the 11 million suns and all of the stars in the Milky 

Way, as well as the frequency signature of Sun Alcyon - the Creator of the Aquarius Galaxy. 

 This wave contains the frequency signatures that tie our consciousness into all of our starry 

families from all dimensions and through our Mother and Father- Divine Mind and Divine 

Intelligence into the streams of Unity Consciousness, Christ Consciousness and 

Unconditional Love Consciousness. These streams of Consciousness are Frequency Waves of 

Light and Sound that harmoniously weave and connect all Frequency Signatures of Individual 

Consciousness into the Harmonic Pool of new Creativity. 

 

The 7 Dimensional Music of the higher frequency is woven into the light bands of the sacred 

geometry of a perfect template of 6 Dimensional Sacred Geometry to weave our 

Consciousness into the perfect Divine Self of the Fifth Dimensional Body. We become woven 

into the Music of the Spheres, which creates the Unified Field of all levels of consciousness 

uniting into a Grand new Eco-System of Perfect Harmony. 



 

That 6 Dimensional Template transforms down into our Brand new 5D body that is made of 

all of the intelligence of all of our family of Consciousness from above and the pearls of 

Wisdom that we transmuted from dimensions 1-4. We become the harmonic biology that 

transcends all that we knew as a third dimensional physical body. Our cellular structure and 

chemical make-up completely transform into a more etheric structure that is capable of raising 

frequencies into an Orb of Light. 

 

We are now to become the Galactic Citizens who will co-create the Divine Plan with the 

Divine Mind. Our Divine Mind of our Cosmic Mother has stored all of the Galactic 

Consciousness of all of our Starry Brothers as they have combined their pearls of wisdom to 

be refined into a brand new golden stardust, which becomes our canvas to create a brand new 

Magical Kingdom from. 

 

We will have the assistance of millions of creations to choose from, integrate into, re-create 

from, and co-create with. We will have millions of magical formulas in our memories to 

create new divine structures made of crystals and rainbows and stardust and fabrics that we 

have not known before. We will create magical gardens that grow blue berries that taste like 

your favorite ice cream. We will create trees that grow apple pies. We will create homes that 

become balloons that let us rise into the sky to look down at the magical gardens. We will be 

creating with our magical families of fairies and devas. We will be learning new magic from 

our friends the Unicorn. There will be no limit to the creativity, love, abundance, peace and 

freedom in our new Kingdom on Earth. 

 

Please join us on this website to learn how to become a galactic citizen of our new golden 

galaxy. 

Visit Cosmic Dolphin Magic at: 

http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network 

  
 


